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INTRODUCTION
Vision 4 Music
A programme to Involve, Empower and Inspire
Over the past twenty years OAE
Education has grown in stature
and reach to involve thousands of
people nationwide in creative music
projects. Our participants come from
a wide range of backgrounds and we
pride ourselves in working flexibly,
adapting to the needs of local people

“

and the places where they live.
The extensive partnerships we
have built up over many years
help us engage fully with all the
communities where we work to
ensure maximum and lasting impact.
We take inspiration from the OAE’s
repertoire, instruments and players.

This makes for a vibrant, challenging
and engaging programme where
everyone is involved; players,
animateurs, composers, participants,
teachers, partners and stakeholders all
have a valued voice.

2017-18 has seen many highlights notably our Fairy Queen projects, our
SEN work around the country, our ever-popular TOTS concerts and our
work to nurture the next generation of great players. We hope you enjoy
reading about our latest ventures!
- Cherry Forbes

OAE Education Director

To make the OAE Local

OUR AIMS

To Complement the OAE's Concert Giving Activity
To make our offer unique
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Our Strands
OAE Flagship
OAE TOTS & Family
OAE SCHOOLS
OAE Special Needs
OAE Nurturing Talent

Our Mission

OAE OPERA

We believe that the OAE is an
important voice in the orchestral
education sector and we will strive
to develop our partnerships so
that the broadest, most diverse
community may enjoy and
experience the arts.

Our Reach
OAE NORTH

- York, Durham, Darlington and Huddersfield

OAE SOUTH

- Brighton & Hove and Southampton

OAE EAST

- King’s Lynn, North and West Norfolk

OAE WEST

- Oxford, Bradford on Avon, Plymouth

OAE London

- Camden, Islington, Brent, Wandsworth, Merton, Tower Hamlets and Ealing
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2017-18 in numbers:

23

TOTS & Family Concerts

11

SEN Concerts & Care Home visits

22

Regional Concerts

4

Events in unusual settings
(pubs, a museum and a country park)

16

3

Schools Concerts

Comunity Concerts

20,165 participants
54 Concerts
265 workshops
33 towns, cities and villages
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Our Geographical Reach:

County Durham
Yorkshire
Cambridgeshire
Norfolk
Oxfordshire
Wiltshire

Suffolk

Devon
London
Hampshire
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Sussex

OAE FLAGSHIP

OAE FLAGSHIP
THE FAIRY QUEEN
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OAE FLAGSHIP
Durham
Fairy Queen

November 2017

workshops

Durham
Fairy Queen

December 2017

Training

Durham
Fairy Queen

January 2018

workshops

February 2018
King's Lynn

Residency

workshops

workshops

Concerts

King's Lynn

May 2018
King's Lynn

Durham
Fairy Queen

April 2018

Teacher Training

King's Lynn

Durham
Fairy Queen

workshops

June 2018
Paston Papers

July 2018

Concert
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Paston
Papers
Family Weekend

OAE FLAGSHIP

The Project
This year our Flagship project saw
us creating a new opera with James
Redwood and Hazel Gould inspired
by Purcell’s The Fairy Queen. Taking
inspiration from the OAE’s season
theme of Visions, Illusions and
Delusions, Hazel created works
that challenged our participants’
perceptions of both love and
friendship.

The project involved hundreds of
young people from London, County
Durham and Norfolk as well as the
OAE, Sopranos Kirsty Hopkins and
Amy Carson and Basses Timothy
Dickinson and Johnny Herford.
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OAE FLAGSHIP

The Fairy Queen Durham
Over 250 KS2 pupils took part in
workshops with OAE players before
joining us in Durham Cathedral for
our schools concert in February. We
had a diverse mix of performers for
our Midsummer Party Instrumental
piece with pupils playing recorders,
trumpets, trombones, violins,
bassoons and body percussion.

In the evening 180 pupils returned
to take their place on stage in our
community concert as part of the
Durham Vocal Festival to a packed
audience of friends and family.
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As part of the project we were also
championing the bassoon with a
project to start 14 young bassoonists
learning the instrument in school
who also performed with us at the
Cathedral.

OAE FLAGSHIP

“

Thank you so much for this opportunity you will never know
how much you’ve added to our children’s characters and
confidence.
- Durham Primary Teacher

Have the OAE Teachers made learning fun?

yes

85%
68%
''My Singing has improved''
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Durham ‘The Fairy Queen’ Community ConcertThe Fairy Queen Durham, Community Concert

OAE
FLAGSHIP
Durham Cathedral - February 2018

Durham Cathedral - February 2018
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OAE FLAGSHIP

King's Lynn Residency
Schools & Community Concerts
After teacher training and workshops in 11 schools in
and around King’s Lynn, our schools concert included
over 300 KS2 children who joined us at the King’s Lynn
Corn Exchange in June 2018. We were thrilled that 280
of students returned to perform with us in the evening to
an almost sold out audience. We also delivered a schools

concert to a further 4 schools in Great Massingham
Village Hall so children could come to a concert near to
their school rather than have to travel long distances.

TOTS Concerts
As part of our residency we also delivered our Fairy
Queen TOTS concert to early years pupils in Great
Massingham Village Hall, narrated by William Russell
(Trumpet).
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OAE FLAGSHIP

Music to Your Beers
We rounded our residency off
with a ‘Music to Your Beers’
concert at the Crown Inn, East
Rudham, featuring music by
Purcell and Bach.

Our audience joined in with actions
and singing to a Purcell Chaconne
and some Peruvian folk songs too!
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OAE FLAGSHIP

Do you like singing more than you did
before you took part in this project?

92%
Yes

Have the OAE Teachers made
learning fun?

96%

- KS2 Pupil, King’s Lynn

yes

“

It was a truly wonderful experience for all concerned. The children were
thrilled and proud to be ambassadors...they will really benefit from
having taken part..It also allowed some of their parents to see what their
children are capable of. THANK YOU!
- Primary Teacher, King’s Lynn
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OAE FLAGSHIP

Paston Papers
We were invited by Orchestras Live
and the North Norfolk District
Council to be part of the Paston
Footprints Celebration during the
summer of 2018. The Paston Papers
are a collection of hundreds of letters
dating back to 15th century Norfolk,
which are a fascinating record of the
life and times of the Paston family
who lived there. The celebration
concert at the end of the project
included a new commission by
composer Sarah Rodgers.
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OAE TOTS & FAMILY

OAE TOTS & Family
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OAE TOTS & FAMILY

OAE TOTS
@ LPO

OAE TOTS

BREMF TOTS

Southbank Centre

Southbank Centre

Brighton

October 2017

November 2017

OAE TOTS

Guardian
Family Art Day

TOTS Apple
Tree

Kings Place

Teacher Training

January 2018

Southbank Centre

OAE TOTS
@ LPO

February 2018

Southbank Centre

OAE TOTS

TOTS APPLE
TREE
Workshops

March 2018

Southbank Centre

June 2018
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OAE TOTS
@ LPO

OAE TOTS

OAE TOTS

Southbank Centre

Southbank Centre

Saffron Hall

OAE TOTS & FAMILY

OAE TOTS & Family
Our TOTS programme includes workshops and concerts
for 2-5 year olds and their families.

OAE TOTS @ The Southbank
Centre
This year we presented three new TOTS concerts at the
Royal Festival Hall (RFH) and Purcell Room entitled
‘Stories of Old’. Beginning with a ‘TOTS Guide to the
Orchestra’ our youngest audience members explored the
history of the orchestra and its instruments, which was
then followed by stories inspired by The Fairy Queen
and King Arthur by Henry Purcell reimagined by Hazel
Gould.

Our TOTS
concerts
are very
lively and
we invite our
audience to
bring their clapping
hands, singing voices and
bouncing feet which they always do!
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OAE TOTS & FAMILY

“

OAE's TOTS Concert about King Arthur showed me that my two three-year old boys can
concentrate after all! They loved the story about Merlin and the sword, were entranced by the
onstage sparring between the winds and the brass, and enjoyed joining in with the songs. Roll on
the next project...”
- Julian Perkins, Harpsichord

The Guardian
Family Cartoon and Art Day
Continuing our collaboration with the Guardian, Joanna
Lawrence (violin) and John-Henry Baker (Double Bass)
performed at Kings Place while families drew them as
they played and some created visual scores for the OAE
musicians to interpret through sound.
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OAE TOTS & FAMILY

OAE TOTS Workshops @
LPO FUNHARMONICS
In partnership with the London Philharmonic Orchestra
(LPO) we delivered another series of TOTS workshops
alongside the LPO Funharmonics concerts at the Royal
Festival Hall. A slightly more intimate version of our
TOTS concerts, the workshops allow children and their

families to get up close with musicians and instruments of
the OAE and to become performers themselves, joining
in with singing and playing percussion instruments.
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OAE TOTS & FAMILY

OAE TOTs @ BREMF
In October we returned to the Brighton Early Music
Festival (BREMF) with our ‘Apple Tree’ TOTS concert at
the Brighton Friends Meeting House.

“

Brilliant! And I am 67!

- Audience member

“

Loved it! Jolly & upbeat for little children, easy to join in
with songs and actions wonderful to listen & watch old
instruments played so beautifully. Thank you!
- Audience member
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OAE TOTS & FAMILY

Early Years in Schools
Working in 13 settings across five of our Partner
Boroughs (Camden, Islington, Brent, Ealing and
THAMES) we ran workshops with hundreds of pupils
exploring how apple trees change during the seasons after
which pupils, teachers and parents joined us to take part
in a series of TOTS concerts featuring soprano Kirsty
Hopkins in March 2018.

A friendly old apple tree, and the source of a tasty, juicy snack! A
month later, the tree is bare. Icicles suddenly appear, followed by
blossom, then leaves, and then birds and bees….but will there ever be
any more juicy apples to eat?
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OAE TOTS & FAMILY

TOTS ‘The Fairy Queen’ Concert

Great Massingham Village Hall - June 2018
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OAE TOTS & FAMILY

OAE TOTs @ Saffron hall
In June we performed our ‘Apple Tree’ TOTS concert to
wonderful audiences at Saffron Hall. We are delighted
that our TOTS concerts are now ‘on tour’ with more of
the venues where the OAE plays now asking for these
events.

“

I took my two grandchildren along to this concert yesterday. They were spellbound. It was
a most relaxed event so well led by all of you, with lots of interest in singing, copying the
actions and just being involved! ...Thank you so much. We shall await another visit to
Saffron Hall from you all with eagerness!
- Audience member

Photo: © Roger King
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OAE Schools

OAE SCHOOLS
String
Club

Autumn 2017

Blessed Sacrament
school

Guardian
NewsPaper
Day

November 2017
Guardian
NewsPaper
Day

String
Club
Blessed Sacrament
school

The Fairy
Queen

January 2018

Ks1 Workshops

The Fairy
Queen

February 2018
Guardian
NewsPaper
Day

Ks1/2 Teacher
Training

December 2017

Spring 2018
Guardian
NewsPaper
Day

The
Fairy Queen

Ks1 Workshops

The Fairy
Queen

March 2018

Ks1 Workshops
KS1 Concerts

String
Club

Summer 2018

Blessed Sacrament
school

The Fairy
Queen

April 2018

KS2 Workshops

The Fairy
Queen

May 2018

KS2 Workshops

The Fairy
Queen

June 2018

Ks2 Workshops
KS2 Concerts
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Guardian
NewsPaper
Day

OAE SCHOOLS

OAE Schools
Our schools programme includes
work in all the Key Stages and
encompasses teacher training,
workshops and schools concerts. We
provide in-depth resources (printed
& digital) for use by class teachers

and music specialists to support
the projects and also give a lasting
legacy. OAE players who visit schools
then play in the schools’ concerts,
breaking down the barriers between
audience and the concert platform.

Associate Schools
Programme
KS1 & KS1 The Fairy QUeen
Over 1900 primary pupils from
21 schools across London took
part in our Fairy Queen Project. In
our schools concerts we looked at
friendship, relationships and honesty.
Pupils not only joined in with singing
and playing but took on the role as
the conscience for our two soloists,
guiding them to make the right

choices and most importantly…to tell
the truth and say how they feel.
Written by Hazel Gould, we were
once again joined by the lovely
soprano Kirsty Hopkins and brilliant
basses Timothy Dickinson and
Johnny Herford who brought our
stories to life.
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Pupils become active performers in
our concerts by singing, playing and
listening.

OAE SCHOOLS

Have the OAE Teachers made learning fun?
KS1 & KS2 pupils

93%
yes
“

''My Singing has improved''

85%
KS1 pupils

When we sang as a group and played as a
group it was amazing!
- KS1 pupil

Do you like classical music more
than before you took part in this
project?
KS2 pupils

79%
Very Much

- KS2 pupil
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OAE SCHOOLS

Guardian Newspaper Days
Continuing our collaboration with
The Guardian Education Centre,
classes from our associate schools
spent a day at the Guardian offices,
working with Elli Narewska
(Guardian Education Officer),

Margaret Holborn (Head of
Guardian Education) and an OAE
player. The aim of these days is for
pupils to create their own newspaper
front page comprising of two articles
about the OAE; one after a press
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conference where pupils interview
an OAE player and one about the
orchestra as a whole and the projects
they have done with us.

KS2 The Fairy Queen

Cecil Sharp House, London - June 2018

OAE SCHOOLS

String Club
Our String Club is formed of 24
pupils at Blessed Sacrament Primary
(Islington) who receive weekly
lessons in school with Jennifer
Bullock (Cello) and Mark Seow
(Violin).

Our String Club students have had
a really busy year, many took their
Copper or Bronze ABRSM Music
Medals in the Autumn Term, and
also took part in a String Day with
pupils from Thornhill Primary

Arts Award
During the Summer Term our String
Club worked towards and passed the
Discover Level Arts Award. Their
Arts Award project was based around
Vivaldi’s Four Seasons. Pupils took
part in a Street Dance workshop
with Krupa Chavda, learnt to write
their own poetry about the seasons
with John Hegley and wrote music
to set to their poems with composer
Anthony Bailey. They also visited

our offices in Kings Place and met
with our Chief Executive Crispin
Woodhead and members of staff
from Kings Place to learn about the
behind-the-scenes work of an arts
organisation. The project culminated
in a sharing session where pupils
performed their poetry, compositions
and extracts of the Four Seasons to
their peers and families.
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School improving their ensemble and
performing skills.

OAE SCHOOLS

“

“String Club has really flourished this year; the Year 6s have kept improving despite their
extra SATs workload, and the new Year 5 intake have made a super start and been great
to work with. Most of the pupils participated in the Arts Award project, which drew on
their instrumental skills and musical imagination as well as exploring other art forms,
and there was some great playing and teamwork in the final performance. Mark and I are
very proud of our pupils!” – Jenny Bullock

We are also really proud of
Abigail in year 6 who achieved a
Merit in her Grade 1 cello in the
summer term.

“

I joined String Club in Year 4, when I first saw the notes I
was so confused, now I know more. When I found out I was doing
an exam I was terrified but Jenny told me that trying my best
mattered most. I passed my exam and I was so happy and proud of
myself and I had string club to thank for helping me pass, I had a
lot of fun and will continue playing the cello
- Abigail

Abigail with her teacher Jenny Bullock
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OAE SPECIAL NEEDS

OAE SPECIAL NEEDS

Our Band

September 2017

Training Day

Our
Band

October 2017
Music is
Special
Camden

Churchill Park
workshops

Our
Band

November 2017

Churchill Park
Cricket Green
Greenmead
Rosewood

Our
Band

December 2018
Our
Band

Music is
Special

February 2018
Camden

Princess Alice
Hospice

January 2018

Churchill Park
Rosewood

Music is
Special

Musicians
on Call

Plymouth Music
Zone

Camden

Our
Band

March 2018

Greenmead
Cricket Green

Our
Band

April 2018

Plymouth Music
Zone

Our
Band

May 2018

PMZ
Rosewood
Cricket Green

Our Band

June 2018

Churchill Park
Greenmead
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Our
Band

Plymouth Music
Zone

OAE SPECIAL NEEDS

OAE SPECIAL NEEDS
Over the past five years the OAE’s
Special Needs programme has
expanded significantly to include the
following strands:

Musicians on Call
Our Musicians on Call project
involves two OAE players visiting
residential care homes and hospices
to perform, chat and share musical
stories with residents and carers.
This year we have visited The
Princess Alice Hospice in Esher,
One Housing in King’s Cross and
St David’s Nursing Home, Cranmer

Residential Home and Halvergate
House in Norfolk. We have plans
to return to Dorothy House in
Wiltshire.
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OAE SPECIAL NEEDS

Our Band
‘Our Band’ has been
our large scale Special
Needs Project, generously
supported by Youth Music.
In five SEN settings
across the country we have
created student bands.

This year each band
has created short works
inspired by Henry Purcell’s
Dido and Aeneas. We
are really excited to be
continuing to work with
these bands and in year

two of the project we will
be creating a version of
our Fairy Queen opera
to include our bands in
accessible performances.

Greenmead
Greenmead in
Wandsworth with James
Redwood, Raph Clarkson,
Katherine Spencer and Joe
Qui with two classes of
primary pupils with a wide
range of additional needs.

“

People ask me about being a modern musician and I always tell them it’s an honour. Now it’s
a delight to play Beethoven and exciting to share Mozart at the Royal Festival Hall but it
is indeed an honour to play Purcell and speak directly with the young people of Greenmead
school . Thank you so much for giving me the opportunity. I enjoy it and love the musical
communication so much.
- Katherine Spencer

OAE Clarinet
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OAE SPECIAL NEEDS

Rosewood
In Southampton we
worked with two classes
of young people from
Rosewood Free School
with composer Ignacio
Agrimbau, Jo Lawrence,
John Henry Baker, Kate
Semmens, Cherry Forbes

“

and Marianne Schofield.
In our celebration at the
end of term all students
from the school together
with friends and family
visited a specially created
sensory space where they
heard recordings of the

Rosewood leaners all have profound and
multiple learning disabilities which present
multiple challenges in learning to control,
influence and respond to the world around
them.
Through the project work, using the skills of
the musicians and the staff team, music has
been used to create a space and a moment in
time where the learners are in control.
Actively participating in the creative
process, controlling and developing
sounds that hold and create a safe space
for extended communication and the
development of relationships. The recent
addition of environmental spaces further

compositions by the OAE
and young people on the
project and all took part in
live improvisations.

enhance the musical safety scape that frees the
learners to communicate and raises awareness of
sound. The musicians have developed responsive
skills, linked to Intensive Interaction research
and the school staff have had their own concepts
of music education and the need to be proficient
in an instrument in order to teach music is
no longer the culture in the school. Levels of
engagement and interaction of learners and staff
have all been influenced and increased through
the presence of skilled musical communicators.”
- Zoe Evans

Head Teacher Rosewood Free School
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OAE SPECIAL NEEDS
In London we worked with two schools:

Cricket Green
Cricket Green in Merton
with Anthony Bailey, Will
Russell and Kate Aldridge
and a lively group of
primary pupils who always
keep us on our toes!

“

It is always wonderful having the OAE team in our school!

The children and myself enjoy listening to new and interesting instruments and the different sounds,
pitches and the different ways they are played. The children have benefitted from working together
and as individuals, they have learnt to listen to each other’s ideas and also as each of them perform
their ideas. They have enjoyed different ways of singing, playing instruments and also expressing
their ideas through music. They have learnt about rhythm and making up their own rhythms as well
as copying others. As a team, we have also seen the children grow in confidence and respect for each
other.
I have learnt lots of new songs, warm ups and ideas to use with children of all ages, as well as
performing with the children too. All the different members of the OAE are always so lovely with
the children, they are patient and listen to them and consistently embrace and enhance the children's
ideas. They explain what is required and also celebrate the music the children make.
It is always a pleasure and a privilege for me to work with these talented musicians and of course the
wonderful Cherry who has so much energy and enthusiasm for everything we are all doing.
- Lana Roberts

Teacher Cricket Green School
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Makaton thank you letter from Our Band participants at Churchill Park, King’s Lynn

OAE SPECIAL NEEDS

Plymouth Music Zone
In Plymouth we worked
with two groups of
students from City College
with composers Duncan
Chapman and James
Redwood, Katie Heller,
Kizzy Brooks, Cherry
Forbes, Ruth Alford and
Kate Aldridge. Each group

worked separately but by
the end of the year came
together in a fabulous
celebration of their work
which was attended by
many parents, friends and
carers.

“

Threading the story of Dido and Aeneas
through the work and having this theme
with us consistently was an excellent
framework for composition, listening and
education activities with the wonderful
OAE musicians and the creation of
original work by the two groups.
- Anna Batson

Training and Research Manager PMZ
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OAE SPECIAL NEEDS

Churchill Park
In King’s Lynn we worked
with two groups of young
people from Churchill
Park Academy with James
Redwood, Katie Heller,
Cherry Forbes, Katherine
Spencer, Carina Cosgrave,

John-Henry Baker and
Joanna Lawrence. All
students created their own
log book as part of their
work to capture and share
stories about their learning.

“

Working with some students from Churchill Park has been the highlight of my year. The journey
from anxious faces on day one, to our end of term 'sharing' was hugely creative, collaborative and
fun! Each student contributed in his or her own way with brilliant support from Clara and her
excellent team.
- Katie Heller
OAE Violist
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OAE SPECIAL NEEDS

Music is Special Camden
'Wondrous Machine'
In the autumn and spring terms we
brought together pupils from Swiss
Cottage School, Frank Barnes School
for Deaf Children, Gospel Oak
Primary and St. Patrick’s Primary to
explore the music of Henry Purcell
and in particular the Wondrous
Machine from his Ode to St. Cecelia.

Working with composer James
Redwood pupils created their own
piece in response to Purcell’s music
by creating melodies and rhythmical
patterns all of which fitted into a
musical machine. The project grew
and expanded significantly to include
four wider opportunity groups, the
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Camden Concert Band, Jazz Band,
Youth Orchestra and over 2000
singers into one very large musical
machine which became a featured
piece at the Camden Music Festival
at the Royal Albert Hall in March.

OAE SPECIAL NEEDS

The Wondrous Machine band on stage

After the concert Peter West, Head of Camden Music wrote to us: After the
concert Peter West, Head of Camden Music wrote to us:

“

This was undoubtedly the most ambitious project we have ever undertaken combining every
single instrumentalist and singer participating in the event together with the creation of a
brand new Wondrous Machine Band.
Judging from the feedback we have received, the performance made a huge impact and many
people including our Director of Children Schools and Families, representatives from Youth Music,
John Lyon’s Charity and Arts Council England talked about the extraordinarily high quality of
achievement coupled with a philosophy of maximum inclusion.
We are so fortunate and privileged to work with you as a Hub partner and are extremely grateful
for all your support on this project. We hope you feel as proud at everyone’s achievement as we do.
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Music is Special Camden - ‘Wondrous Machine’
The Royal Albert Hall - March 2018

OAE Nurturing Talent

OAE NURTURING TALENT

Sleeping
Sense
REsearch
Night

September 2017
OAE
Experience
Scheme

January - July 2018

January 2018

OAE ACADEMY

LPO Junior
Artists

February 2018

Workshop

CM
Whitechapel
Project

March 2018

April 2018

Open
University
Collaboration
Study Day

More Music
Please!

July 2018

Teacher Training
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CM
Whitechapel
Project

OAE NURTURING TALENT

OAE Nurturing Talent
Through our Nurturing
Talent programme we aim
to share our passion for
the music we play and to

“

inspire the next generation
of young players to reach
their full potential.

This summer has been full of wonderful moments, in particular the culmination concerts
of the Fairy Queen projects in Camden, huge scale premieres of works the children have
shaped with Cherry, James and their team and also the two operas in Glyndebourne
where the orchestra has worked with 3 directors Bill Christie, Jonny Cohen and
Laurence Cummings, all of whom were in that very same pit in 2005 when I was in
the dress rehearsal audience. I feel very aware, having been on different sides of the
orchestra’s work, of the importance of all of these parts which have helped shape mine,
and many other people’s musical journeys.
- Carina Cosgrave

Double Bass, former experience student
and now player with the OAE
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OAE NURTURING TALENT

Ann & Peter Law OAE
Experience Scheme
The Ann and Peter Law
OAE Experience Scheme
is a year-long programme
for gifted players in the
field of period orchestral
performance, aimed at
bridging the gap between
conservatoire study and a

professional career.
Participants on the scheme
are invited to participate in
OAE orchestral rehearsals
and concerts, along with
education days and the
OAE Experience Academy
course. Other benefits

include instrumental
lessons with OAE principal
players and free tickets to
OAE concerts. This year
students have had the
chance to work on projects
across all our six strands of
Education work.

The OAE Academy
The OAE Academy
is an annual three-day
intensive course, led by
Margaret Faultless (OAE
Leader) for our Experience
students. This year the

course involved intensive
exploration of Classical
repertoire with coaching
in performance practice
from Margaret Faultless,
Lisa Beznosiuk, Katharina

Spreckelsen, Luise
Buchberger and Roger
Montgomery. Students also
had additional sessions to
explore Baroque Dance
(with Mary Collins) and
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Education (with Cherry
Forbes). This year the
Academy culminated in
a performance at Union
Chapel, Islington, as part
of Daylight Music.

Sleeping Sense Research Night

The Ashmolean Museum, Oxford - September 2017

OAE NURTURING TALENT

Teacher Training
More Music Please!
In July we ran a training
session for class teachers
and TAs with composer
and workshop leader James
Redwood, OAE Education
Director Cherry Forbes

and OAE musicians
Henrietta Wayne and Joe
Qui to explore creative
music making through
baroque music in the
classroom.

SLEEPING SENSE
RESEARCH NIGHT
At the Ashmolean
Museum in September
2017 we contributed to
the European Researchers’
Night as part of Oxford’s
Curiosity Carnival with
performances of music

from Purcell’s Fairy
Queen with soprano
Elin Manahan Thomas,
an insight talk into our
Sleeping Sense Project
with Professor Russell
Foster and a snapshot

of our work in primary
schools as part of the
project by Cherry Forbes.
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OAE NURTURING TALENT

LPO JUNIOR ARTISTS
“
This year the London
Philharmonic Orchestra
invited us to run a
workshop to introduce
period performance
practice to their Junior
Artists. Henrietta Wayne
and Cherry Forbes joined

students with their ‘Twig
to Bow’ workshop and
also worked on pieces by
Handel to explore baroque
performance techniques.

[my daughter] thoroughly enjoyed the
workshop and found it engaging and
highly informative

CM Whitechapel Project
In collaboration with the
OAE and Whitechapel
Gallery, Music and
Production students from
Westminster University
made recordings for an
assignment entitled “Music
for Installation”.
Putting into practice the

microphone and recording
techniques they had been
learning, the students
worked with OAE players
to record music or sounds
in response to a piece of
artwork or writing at the
Whitechapel Art Gallery.

OPEN UNIVERSITY
COLLABORATION
Academic Staff from the
Open University delivered
study days and pre-concert
talk events as part of our
17-18 Southbank Centre
season, including Q&A
with Max Mandel (OAE
co-principal Viola) and
Martin Lawrence (OAE
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Horn).
We are looking forward
to further events in 18-19
including collaborating
on providing materials for
OU courses on historical
instruments.

OAE OPERA

OAE OPERA

The Fairy
Queen

June 2018

St Laurence
Residency
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OAE OPERA

St Laurence Residency
We returned to St. Laurence School
in Bradford on Avon for our annual
opera project in June 2018. Working
with 270 students across our weeklong residency, they created dance
sequences to movements from
Purcell’s Fairy Queen and drama
scenes which became part of our KS3
Fairy Queen opera – some students
also performed the role of Puck from
Shakespeare’s ‘A Midsummer Night’s

“

Dream’. At the end of a busy week,
all the different components came
together, joined by Kirsty Hopkins
(Soprano) and Robert Gildon
(Baritone) and a chamber ensemble
from the OAE.

When I usually perform I feel very
nervous but with the OAE I felt much
more confident.

Do you feel proud of what you
acheived?

85%
Yes
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St Laurence Residency

Wiltshire Music Centre - June 2018

A note from
the Education Director
At our gala this year, Crispin Woodhead (OAE CEO) said in his speech that ‘everything we do at
the OAE is Education’ – from our work with TOTS to working in care homes, from our Southbank
Concerts to our Nightshift concerts, tours abroad, study days and work with schools. To be part
of an organisation where everything we do for such a wide range of people is considered of equal
importance is a privilege indeed.
Thank you to everyone who has been part of this wonderful adventure.

OAE Education Director

“

It is easy to go and perform at people. Whether they expected it, wanted it or understood it, you
drop in and serve up great art. I am so grateful to be associated with an organisation that does
not do this.
It constantly thrills me that the central plank in our educational activity is performing with. It’s
a roots-up connection with others, their lives, their places and their story. That way we are not
aliens any more than others are visitors. We are all travelling together, united by fairy magic,
working a wondrous machine and we all love daffodils.
When we go our separate ways we retain that vital bond where Purcell, Handel and Bach belong
to all: shared, lived and loved.
- Crispin Woodhead
OAE Chief Executive
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Looking Ahead to 2018-19
'Musical Communities'
To sit alongside the OAE’s Season:
Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of
Happiness in 2018-19 we will be
creating a programme of events
inspired by the communities we live
and work in – how we can work

together to build relationships and
how music can be a fantastic tool for
creativity.

Musical Communities will encompass all our strands:

FLAGSHIP

project for 2019-21 will begin with preparation for our first community opera ‘Regeneration’
Our
which will tour to County Durham, Norfolk, London, Suffolk and Plymouth over the three years of the project

TOTS

programme will be inspired by the work of the great masters Bach, Handel and Mozart in a series of
Our
concerts ‘The World Around us’,’ A World of Celebration’ and ‘The Magical World of Mozart’

Our

SCHOOLS

programme will focus on ‘Variations’ and how things change

SPECIAL NEEDS

Our
programme will see culminations of our newly created Fairy Queen project for SEN
settings and a new project for all six special schools in Ealing

NURTURING TALENT

Our
programme will see our OAE Experience students involved in projects
throughout the year, a new composition project at Huddersfield University, teacher training and a new course for
young musicians to delve into the world of baroque and classical music

OPERA

programme will continue with works inspired by the great masters and a collaboration with
Our
Glyndebourne Education
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OAE Education Team 2017-18
Kate Aldridge

Timonthy Dickinson

Roy Mowatt

Ruth Alford

Leo Duarte

Claudia Norz

Marina Asherson

Dan Edgar

Julian Perkins

John-Henry Baker

Gavin Edwards

Hayley Pullen

Nicola Barbagli

William Edwards

Joe Qiu

Sophie Barber

Dominika Feher

Jonathan Rees

Jordan Bowron

Cherry Forbes

William Russell

Kizzy Brooks

Robert Gildon

Oliver-John Ruthven

Cecelia Bruggemeyer

Russell Gilmour

Josh Salter

Luise Buchberger

Louise Goodwin*

Jan Schlapp

Christopher Bucknall

Michael Gurevich

Marianne Schofield*

Jennifer Bullock

Katie Heller

Kate Semmens

Ellen Bundy*

Johnny Herford

Mark Seow

Naomi Burrell

Claire Holden

Zoe Shevlin

Alison Bury

Kirsty Hopkins

Katherine Spencer

Susie Carpenter-Jacobs

Annette Isserlis

Katharina Spreckelsen

Amy Carson

Olivia Jarvis

James Toll

Rachel Chaplin

Martin Kelly

Helen Verney

Carina Cosgrave

Julia Kuhn

Andrew Watts

John Crockatt

Joanna Lawrence

Henrietta Wayne

Matyas Csiba

Martin Lawrence

Adrian Woodward

Huw Daniel

Elin Manahan Thomas

Sophie Yates

Daniel de Souza*

Ursula Paludan Monberg

Kati Debretzeni

Ann Monnington

* OAE Experience musicians on the scheme in 2016 - 2017 and involved in Education activities in 2017-18
OAE Player members in 2017-18
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OAE Experience Musicians
2017-18
Rosie Bowker

Laima Olsson

Ruben Castillo del Pozo

Gywn Owen

Juan Diaz

Simon Poirier

Alba Encinas

Minori Saji

Eva Euwe

Amelia Shakespeare

Dominic Giardino

Sophie Simpson

Martyna Jankowska

Bruno van Esseveld

Fiona Last

Emma van Schoonhoven

Camilla Morse-Glover

Aliza Vicente

Ruth Nelson

Simone Walters

Animateurs
Ignacio Agrimbau
Anthony Bailey
Duncan Chapman
Professor Russell Foster
Hazel Gould
Elli Narewska
James Redwood
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Our Supporters 2017-18
We would like to thank the following supporters,
whose generosity and enthusiasm enable us to
continue ur ambitious education programme. We are
also very grateful to our annoymous supporters.

Individual Patrons and Supporters
John & Sue Edwards (Principal Education Patrons)
Mrs Nicola Armitage
Patricia & Stephen Crew
The Nigel Gee Foundation
Rory & Louise Landman
Andrew & Cindy Peck

Ann & Peter Law Experience Scheme
Ann & Peter Law

Professor Richard Portes CBE FBA

Trusts and Foundations
Angus Allnatt Charitable Foundation

JMCMRJ Sorrell Foundation

Barbour Foundation

Lord and Lady Lurgan Trust		

Arts Council England (ACE)

Brian Mitchell Charitable Settlement
Catherine Cookson Charitable Trust
Charles Peel Charitable Trust
Chivers Trust

Foyle Foundation			
Garrick Charitable Trust

Geoffrey Watling Charity

Henocq Law Trust for Ann and Peter Law
Idlewild Trust

John Lyon’s Charity		

Old Possum’s Practical Trust		
Paul Bassham Charitable Trust
Patrick Rowland Foundation
Schroder Charity Trust
Sir James Knott Trust
Sobell Trust

Violet Mauray Charitable Trust

National Foundation for Youth Music
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Our Partners 2017-18
During 2017-18 we have been generously supported
by the following strategic partners both artistically and
financially. Together we devise a programme of activity
that is bespoke to each area where we work and responds

to local priorities. Many of our partners have worked with
us for many years and we are in debt to them for their
wisdom and support.

OAE North
National Centre for Early Music (NCEM) and the York & Beverley Early Music Festivals, York Music Hub,
Huddersfield University, Durham Music Service

OAE South
Brighton Early Music Festival (BREMF), Southampton Music Service, Glyndebourne Education

OAE East
Norfolk Music Hub and King’s Lynn Borough Council, King’s Lynn Corn Exchange, Alive Leisure King’s Lynn,
North Norfolk District Council

OAE WEST
Wiltshire Music Centre, Plymouth Music Zone

OAE London
The Southbank Centre, Camden, Islington, Brent, Wandsworth, Merton, Tower Hamlets and Ealing

National PArtners
Orchestras Live
Arts Council England (ACE)
National Foundation for Youth Music
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